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About the Cover!
This photo was taken at the 2018 SCBMW Christmas Part
Photo contributed by Ron Zablocki

Newsletter Submissions (Keep 'em coming!)
Need – This is your newsletter South Coasters, content is by and from you. We
need Cover Photos, Ride Articles by Ride Leaders and any story or article that
would be of interest to membership. This can include product review, you own ride
story, or? Get creative! Thanks!

Schedule – Newsletters are published as close to the 1st of each month as humanly
possible. Please submit content by the 25th of the previous month to give the editor
sufficient time to compile the issue.

Formats – It would be best if written content were submitted in an editable word
processing format (.doc, .txt, .rtf, etc.), by e-mail will work just fine. Photographs
should be in .jpg format and less than 500 Kb in size. Thank you - Editor

Where to – E-mail submissions as attachments to editor@scbmwrc.com
Suggestions – Suggestion comments are greatly appreciated, particularly from
contributors!
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- Inside this issue -

Board Officers
President’s Message
South Coaster Christmas Party
Airhead Transmission Repair
New Member Henry Salari
New Member Timothy Fisk
SCBMWRC Calendar
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2017/2018 BOARD OFFICERS
PRESIDENT: Brandon Wilson

VICE PRESIDENT: Chris Roady
TREASURER: Danny Wassenaar
SECRETARY: John Crittenden

BOARD MEMBER: Karl Wagner

BOARD MEMBER: Jesse Vaca
BOARD MEMBER: Roberto Giraldes
BOARD MEMBER: Ron Zablocki

BOARD MEMBER: Rob Tripp
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COMMITTEE CHAIRS

WEBMASTER: Rick Catarineu

NEWSLETTER: Karl Wagner

MEMBERSHIP: Chris Roady

FACEBOOK: Bill Reitz

MILEAGE CONTEST: Bob Wetzel
From the editor…..
Happy New Year South Coasters,
I hope you are looking forward to a great 2019 riding year with SCMBWRC! We had a slow
riding month to close out 2108 but we had a fine Christmas party, several new members and a
fine article on just how easy it is to rebuild a 40+ year old BMW transmission… Hope you enjoy
and come out and ride!
Please send your ride photos and write-ups to editor@scbmwrc.com
Karl
2018/2019 Newsletter Editor
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Brandon Wilson

Hello South Coasters!
I hope everyone had a safe and cheerful holiday season! Over the last few years, Ivy and I had
opted for a camping adventure with Rick and Lisa although the Flu took them out last year. This
year, no camping for the New Year but looking forward to the memories we will make with old
friends and new in the coming months. Don’t forget to check out the calendar for the upcoming
events, join the ride list to help your ride planners and of course have fun!
I look forward to seeing you at the General Meeting and if not there, hopefully for the Laughlin trip
hosted by Jessie.
Wheels down, Cheers!

Brandon

2018/2019 President
Brandon Wilson
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South Coaster Christmas Party
December, 2018
Well if you missed it, you REALLY missed it. Kudos to our hosts the Rob and Kellie Tripp for
hosting another, yes second year in a row, great party…. It was AWESOME!
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Airhead Transmission Repair
Larry Troffer

After 43 years on the road, the transmission on my 1975 airhead broke. I was on a little day-ride on the
R90/6 when at about five miles from home, the bike refused to shift out of first gear. At least it was in gear,
and not stuck in neutral, right? It was a long slow ride home, but better than walking.

A little research on the various airhead technical pages suggested a broken spring in the shift mechanism; a $2.53 part inside the no-longer-available $1800 gearbox. There are ample sources offering airhead
transmission repair. But as they say, ignorance is bliss and I thought why not fix this myself. Besides, I
claim to be a member of the Airheads Beemer Club. Here are the Club Canons, from the airheads.org website:

1. Airheads ride Beemers with air-cooled heads.
2. Airheads believe that the simplest engineering solutions are the best.
3. Airheads appreciate function over form, fact over fiction, and friendship over friction.
4. Airheads regard money as a tool, not a status symbol.
5. Airheads are earthy people who like to camp.
6. Airheads maintain their own motorcycles.
7. Airheads don’t take themselves, religion or life too seriously.
8. Airheads like to share time, knowledge, parts and camaraderie with other Airheads.

I guess I took Canon Number 6 to heart.

I knew transmission repair can be daunting; it requires some special tools, involves a combination of
brute force and delicate precision sometimes simultaneously, and it turns out all those parts have to be lined
up just right, if you want the thing to function. But what better way to learn how stuff works. Further, in my
other experiences repairing that motorcycle, the R90/6 is logical if not simple in its mechanical design. What
could possibly go wrong? Armed with some proven technical sources on the Internet and my sometimes correct Clymer manual, I decided to dig in. Here’s a little photo log of the repair, omitting the details.
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First of course, I had to get the transmission off of the motorcycle and onto the bench. To do that, I had
to remove a few other parts first.

Removal of the mufflers, seat and rear wheel was not necessary, but made the rest of the work easier.
You do need to remove gas tank, air box, battery and swing arm pivot pins in order to pull the gearbox off.

Once on the bench, the rear cover needs to be removed from the case. That requires one of the special
tools; here it is, affixed to the gearbox. The output flange (The thingy that hooks to the driveshaft) is held on
by a nut torqued to 160 foot pounds - that’s a fairly tight fit. After getting that nut off, you have to coax the
flange off the tapered output shaft. A crescent wrench and hammer won’t do.
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Once the output flange is removed, the cover needs to be heated to 100 degrees C because the bearings
are seated very tightly in recesses in the cover and gearbox. After finally getting the cover off, the mysterious inner workings and hidden mechanisms of the transmission are revealed.
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And here’s what’s inside the box.
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Here’s the shift mechanism. Part of the culprit spring is sticking out at the top, just left of center. I disassembled this
and replaced the broken spring, two other springs, the nylon wheel you see on the right that indexes the gear selections,

and the multiple cir-clips that hold it all together.

A lot of work so far to replace a two dollar part. But because the transmission is cracked open already, it makes sense
to renew a few other parts. I replaced the three oil seals and six bearings with new ones. I inspected the gears, shafts
and shift dogs, and found all to be in good condition after nearly 130,000 miles. BMW gets one Atta boy for that one.
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Here’s the reassembled transmission.

Before replacing the cover, some accurate measurements must be made. There is a specific tolerance for the end play
between the three transmission shafts and the rear cover. Achieving the specified end play requires very thin (a few
hundredths of a millimeter) shims placed over the three bearings seen in the photo. The necessary thickness of the
shims can vary due to machine tolerances at time of manufacture, as well as with wear and tear on the gearbox. Hence
the need for some careful measurements. But obviously you can’t measure with the cover in place. Enter special tool
number two.
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This aluminum plate is machined so that both faces are exactly parallel, with openings to just fit over the bearings. Using a depth gauge to measure from the top of the plate to each bearing race, then subtracting the thickness of the plate,
gives the distance from the rear of the bearing to the outer rim of the gearbox. After making similar measurements on
the cover, you can determine the clearance between each bearing and its corresponding seat in the outer cover. It
should exceed the specified end play. A little more arithmetic yields the needed thickness of shims on each bearing.
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And here he is, reassembled and happy once again. No parts left on the bench, nor weird noises or
messy fluids emanating from the bike. As of the time I’m writing this article I’ve put a little over a hundred
miles on the repaired transmission - it shifts like new. Maybe I’ll buy a new motorcycle someday - just as
soon as this one quits.
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Welcome New South Coaster

Henry Salari
1. What was the first Motorcycle you rode/owned? 1991 Honda CBR600
2. How many years of riding experience do you have? 10 years
3. Does your significant other ride with you? No, never. Riding is my outlet, not my

spouse's
4. How many motorcycles have you owned? Upwards of 20
5. How many cumulative miles have you amassed on motorcycles? 30,000
6. What has been your favorite Motorcycle to own/ride? 2009 Yamaha R1
7. What Motorcycle brand/model are you currently riding? R1200GS Adventure
8. What is the most miles you have ridden in a 24 hour time period? 800
9. Do you have a favorite route/trip that you have taken? If so, what is the route? I really

enjoy Arizona highways. I like riding through the reservation, enter Colorado and ride up
to Wyoming, Idaho and back through Utah.
10. What “motorcycle courses” have you taken in the past 5 years? None.
11. What are your expectations from the club as a new club member? Meet interesting indi-

vidual, Take more long distant trips, take more moto camping trips

Welcome to the South Coasters Henry
….. when not riding BMW, Ride-Red!
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Welcome New South Coaster

Timothy Fisk
1. What was the first Motorcycle you rode/owned? Chibi 50cc mini-bike
2. How many years of riding experience do you have? 24
3. Does your significant other ride with you? No
4. How many motorcycles have you owned? 9 (Chibi 50, Jawa Trail 90, Yamaha RD250,
Honda XL350, Honda 500Four, Suzuki 1000 Vstrom, BMW GS1200, BMW K1600GTL,
BMW S1000XR)
5. How many cumulative miles have you amassed on motorcycles? Approx 100K
6. What has been your favorite Motorcycle to own/ride? The one I have
7. What Motorcycle brand/model are you currently riding? BMW S1000XR
8. What is the most miles you have ridden in a 24 hour time period? 700
9. Do you have a favorite route/trip that you have taken? If so, what is the route? The next ride
10. What “motorcycle courses” have you taken in the past 5 years? None
11. What are your expectations from the club as a new club member? Make friends, learn about
the area, and participate in some rides.

Welcome Timothy….. Come on out and ride soon!
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January 18-20

Laughlin Weekend Ride

January 26

Ride to Live Course – Hawthorne PD

February 3

BOD / General Mtg / Past Presidents Breakfast

February 15-17

Death Valley Weekend with Airheads Club

February 23

South Coaster “Tech Day”
Check the website for details on the above events
. www.SCBMWRC.com
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Jim Foreman
Director of Marketing

Irv Seaver Motorcycles (88125)
714-532-3700
310-923-6635 Direct
IrvSeaverBMW.com
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